Making It Work - Whatever - Whenever

Highlights from recent STMA Chapter Meetings

Making it work - whatever, whenever, is a common theme for sports turf managers, whether it’s whipping fields into playable condition despite difficult weather and heavy use, or putting together a dynamite meeting.

Working smarter is essential for success in today’s fast-moving environment. Gathering the knowledge, techniques and tools to do just that, through meetings and workshops, is the major function of local and regional STMA Chapters - and forming Chapters.

These are hard working sessions often combining a wide-ranging group of activities: classroom-type education sessions, hands-on demonstrations of maintenance practices, tours of the host facility, and an exhibitor’s booth visitation period and/or demonstration time.

Networking a Highlight of Wichita Workshop

After two snow cancellations, the Great Plains Sports Turf Managers Association got a break in the El Nino weather pattern and was able to hold their Field Preparation and Maintenance Workshop on April 23rd at the Linwood Recreation Center in Wichita, Kansas.

A combination ice-breaker and headstart on networking opened the Wichita meeting with each individual "pairing off" with someone they didn’t know. These pairs exchanged names and details about their facility and their position. Then, moving around the room, rather than introducing themselves, each of the 34 attendees introduced their new acquaintance to the group.

Highlighting each meeting are similar networking opportunities, those meet, greet and share sessions that not only provide you with ideas you can take home and put to work, but which also give you the connections for the give and take of the long-term information exchange. Networking is the basis for those times when a quick phone call or note sent over
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